Abstract. The objective of this paper is twofold :
1. Introduction. The use of multilinear algebra in applied numerical analysis has been rare. However, this is not the case in theoretical numerical analysis. In recent times, interest has grown in the use of tensor product interpolation rules in such different areas as multidimensional numerical quadrature [6] , finite elements [4] , interpolation and approximation.
Despite this widespread theoretical interest, there are practically no algorithms for performing the various tasks required by these applications. This paper attempts to start filling the gap.
We shall consider some of the basic operations in tensor spaces, and we shall indicate ways and means to perform them on a digital computer using a high level programming language. The aim is, of course, towards economy, both in arithmetic and storage, simplicity, sequential processing, and thus optimization in the manipulation of subscripts.
After giving some basic notations in Section 2, we pass on to describe an algorithm for performing the Kronecker product matrix-tensor multiplication (Ax (x) • • ■ (x) Ak)x. It is clear from the beginning that a computer implementation of an algorithm which wants to be independent of the number of factors k must avoid the use of multi-indexed arrays. This holds even more if considerations on economy in index manipulations and storage are taken into account. It turns out, as we explain in Sections 3 and 4 , that the whole process can be carried out sequentially and in a fairly simple manner.
In Section 5, we deal with systems of linear equations of the form
The idea in all cases is, of course, to be able to work with the factors A¡ individually, and never form explicitly the tensor product (x) A¡. This is achieved in a fairly straightforward way, and the practicality of the algorithms and the code offered are supported by the numerical results of Section 6, which show applications in tri-dimensional Lagrange interpolation.
This algorithm, coupled with the efficient, one-dimensional techniques of [1], [5] , should provide a powerful tool in many applications.
Those readers only interested in the algorithmic part of this paper, and who are ready to accept the validity of the recursion (3.2) , should direct their attention to Sections 4, 5, 6 and skip the more formal (and somewhat heavy) manipulations of Sections 2 and 3.
The authors would like to acknowledge the very expert and kind handling of this paper by the editor, and also the excellent suggestions of one of the referees.
2. Tensor Product Spaces. In this section, we shall introduce some necessary notation and well-known properties of tensor product spaces which will be needed in the sequel. For details, we refer to [3] .
Let Uu U2, ■ ■ ■ , Uk be Euclidean spaces of dimensions zz,, n2, ■ ■ ■ , nk, respectively, and let U*x, U%, ■ ■ ■ , U*k be their duals.
As usual, if x is an element of the Euclidean space U, we denote by x* the linear functional (element of U*) defined by Vy£!/, **(y) = (x, y) (where ( , ) denotes inner product).
The tensor product space U formed with Ux, U2, • ■ ■ , Uk will be denoted by Ux (x) U2 ® • • ■ (x) Uk, and it will be the set of all linear combinations of the symbols Observe that we have chosen to collect first all the contravariant components, and then all the covariant ones. This we shall always do.
Any linear operator A G £(/7) can be thought of as a (1, 1) tensor, TA. In fact, if ¡e,j is a basis for U, and {e*j is the dual basis, then we can associate with A (in a 1-1 correspondence) the tensor TA -Z; i^e¡) ® e*> ar>d obtain Ax through tensor multiplication and contraction (2.3) Ax = cl[22 Ae¡ ® x ® e*-) = Z e*(x)^(e; = 22 x,A;.
Observe that Ae¡ = a, is the y'th column of the matrix representation of A in the basis (e¿}.
and extended to all {/ by linearity. If the A, are nonsingular, then it is well known that A is nonsingular and that
As is usually done, whenever there is no possibility of confusion, we shall use the same symbol to designate a linear operator or its matrix (tensor) representation in a given basis. We shall show that y can be obtained via transformation of A, ® A2 into a tensor, followed by a tensor multiplication and two index contractions.
The matrix A = Ax ® A2 is associated with the (zz, -zz2, «i -zz2)-tensor Ta = Ta, ® TA, = 22 «¿.í,,ie¡..i ® ef,,, ® Z «. = /5.2e.3.2® e*,2 11, í i J'2,1'2 Z '!¡,f"ifl¡1¡!,!e,',.i ® els,2® ef,,, ® e*,2.
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As in the one-dimensional case, we compute c\c\{TA ® x).
We observe that this is equivalent to
which by definition is equal to the desired product Mi® A2)x = y.
In order to simplify the notation, we shall, in the following, omit the indices identifying the spaces.
We shall systematically use the indices iu jt, st for objects associated with U¡ or its dual, which should make clear to what spaces, basis, etc. we are referring. Also, we will use, when possible, multi-indices i = (iu • • • /'*), etc.
With this notation, we have es = e,, ® • • • ® e,t.
We consider now the general case k 2: 2. Let x = Zi *iei> and> for A. = Ax ® • • • ® Ak, let
It is well known that
We shall obtain y recursively, in a form appropriate for implementation on a digital computer.
We define yu> = x, and in general
In the following lemma, we prove that the tensor y<0) obtained in this form is really y = Ax.
We use the following notation:
Lemma 1. Let y<0) be obtained recursively by formula (3.2) . Then y((" = y.
Proof. By formula (3.2), License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
If we now apply TAk_,:
TAk-,®y{k' " = Z Z Z 22an-,,ik-,yn-",sk-t »*-( it-t* S*-J ít-í O.*
•e,*_,® ei)b_,.® esi_,® e?_,, and finally y'4-'-1' =cUxiTAt-t®ylk-n) 2-t zLd 2~t \ 2~t aik-tsk-tyik-t*,sk-t)
•e,"-, ® eu_,. ® est_,_,
as we wished to prove. Clearly, y(0) = Ax. □ 4. Computer Implementation.
The implementation of the computation of Ax, using a high level computer language, is facilitated very much by the developments of Section 3.
Our aim is to avoid the wasteful use of multi-indexed arrays by organizing the data in such a way that its processing is as sequential as possible. This will tend to minimize index manipulation and paging.
The main bridge between multilinear algebra and computer programming is The implied order of the factor spaces t/,,, i/,s, • • • , Uik, given by the subindices of the basis vectors, is of primary importance. That order changes in the recursive algorithm of Section 3, and this will be the cue for the data handling.
We assume that the matrices A¡ are stored row by row in a linear array A, starting with Ak and going backwards up to Ax. Thus Ail) <-axx, Ai2) <-a\2, ■ ■ ■ , Ain\ + 1) <-a^1, ••• , AHnx-n2 ■ ■ ■ nk)2) <-al",n,.
We also assume that the components of the vector x are given in a linear array X as explained in the storage convention above.
We define mk = IX** M»-With the data stored in this fashion, the first contraction cl+fTAl¡ ® y{h)) is readily obtained by means of the code (confront (3.3) end;
This code follows exactly the ordering of the indices indicated by the tensor products and the storage convention. It produces a result y'*-1' that is stored in such a way that the next contraction can also be performed sequentially, and so on.
Observe that the index s has taken the place of the multi-index st_i of (3.3). This index s simply counts the number of sub vectors of dimension zz,. in which the one-dimensional array X must be subdivided. Thus, after inversion of the W¡, we can apply the algorithm of Section 4 directly. Of course, it is seldom wise to solve a system of equations by inverting the matrix of coefficients [2, Chapter 2, Section 1.1], and we shall look for a different approach.
Let V~i, Li be upper and lower triangular matrices respectively such that V¡ = Li Wi. Thus,
The system (5.1) becomes, after multiplication by ® L{,
We assume that the nonzero elements of the matrices K, and L, are stored in one-dimensional arrays V and L in the same way as the Ai were stored in Section 4.
With a small modification in the code to take into account the special form of the factors L" we can use the same procedure described in Section 4 in order to obtain
To compute the solution of the system (K, ® • • • ® Vk)y = b given by (5.6) y= iVT1® ...® Ob, basically, we will use, recursion (3.2) . For this purpose, Ak-t is replaced by Vkit, and y(t> by b. If we make the assumption that b and all the intermediary vectors ya~n are stored in the same way as in (3.2) , then each step of the recursion, in this case is equivalent to the solution of mk^t upper triangular systems with matrix of coefficients Ft_(. The right-hand sides of these systems are the vectors obtained by partitioning the present y(*~n in subvectors of length zz4_,.
Here we have to point out an important difference between the algorithm of Section 4 and the present one. In the code described in Section 4, the vectors y(*-,_1) resulted automatically in the appropriate storage mode. This was a consequence of a convenient ordering of the loops, and it was possible because the components of y'*"'-" were computed one at a time.
In the present situation though, we shall process y(*~" by whole blocks of length zz4_,, and the returning blocks will not be in the proper ordering for sequential processing of y(*-'-u.
Let O, be the ordering associated with the tensor product space
according to the storage convention of Section 4. For a given multi-index s, let zrs = s be the cyclic permutation that sends s¡ into i,+i if 1 ^ i < k, and sk into sx.
For 0 & t £ k -I, T* is defined by repeated application of zr. Clearly, (s?_,, s4_,) = zr's.
We shall also use K = (1, ■ ■ • , k).
For a given tensor 5£ Î/, each of its components has the linear address (in the order 0" and calling s = x's, ê = zr'K) t-i t
Putting/> -1 = Zî-Ï isi -U IIî-î+i "zr. + ih-i -I), q = sk, we obtain, from (5.7),
Observe that p is the block number in the partition of B in blocks of size n&k, while q is the position of the component in its block.
We now need to compute the linear address corresponding to bSi_,.,ai_, in the ordering 0,+], associated with the tensor product USk_,_,. ® Ust_,_,.
Of course, we know that if s' = zrs and K' = wEL then But, since nKi, = zz¿t, it turns out that H*_2 nKr = mi,. Also, since sj = s,-!, we have that
and s'x = sk = q, where p and q were defined just before formula (5.8). Therefore, replacing these values in (5.9), we obtain the simple address mapping (5.10) add0l+1(/3,.8) = iq -l)zzz¿i + p.
In the Appendix, we give an ALGOL procedure which reorders the returning blocks of the process of b'*"", using formulae (5.8), (5.10).
6. Numerical Tests and Possible Applications. The algorithm described in the earlier sections was used for the solution of systems of the form (Wx ® ■ ■ ■ ® Wk)y = x with Wi transposed Vandermonde matrices. The program was written in FORTRAN-G and tested on an IBM 360/50 computer. It was run in double-precision, which corresponds to 14 hexadecimal digits in the mantissa. We shall refer to this program as procedure TENSP.
For the solution of the resulting transposed Vandermonde systems, we used a double-precision version of the procedure dvand (see [1] ).
The results of our procedure TENSP were compared with a program that uses the full Kronecker product matrix and solves the system (5.1) by Gaussian elimination using the IBM supplied routine DGELG. It is quite obvious that this second approach is counter indicated in practically all cases, but we include it since we know of cases in which it is used anyway. Our hopes of seeing a complete breakdown due to ill-conditioning were disappointed because another factor made it impossible to proceed with values of zz above 5: storage. In fact, for k = 3 and n = 6, we would have needed 373248 bytes of memory, just for storing the matrix ! Also, the factor time was growing very fast. Compare with the relevant data for our algorithm. Observe also that there is a significant loss of accuracy.
The table below shows the results obtained in the case k = 3, with all the IF, equal and for different sizes «, ■ n + 1. then we shall have that Pizx, z2, z3) = fx, since f(zx, z2, z3) is interpolated exactly. Thus, the solution vector will be
